a person is sitting in a room  


 he turns his head, and we see that there is something wrong with his eyes (this is drawn afterwards) and his mouth opens.  bile streams out. he stands up abruptly and falls to the ground... 
as things around the man fade.

 he comes to be in an even emptier place. with a sense of infinite space an image that looks like a person standing at the edge of the world or a huge waste land. 
the man stands and we see an amazing temple of strict geometry in front of him. 

enters temple

he enters and in the temple there are a series of strange figures (people in medical braces and using apparatus') 

he moves through the seperate image environments and sees different simple statues in each place.
and floating objects. (cubes and other shapes that are spinning and floating) the man 

 
he stands before the final figure, it is a statue of a god. it is a half beast hermaphrodite cyborg. 
 and suddenly he is paralyzed ( a fast zoom on the face of the statue...the bull face from altered states? the person jerking and then becoming a still frame in the video and the background when the man jerks is pure color maybe a few black blocks or shapes. cover a persons body with black dashes and only animate the dashes.  as they move into stillness .then he is back in the temple shot. 

and we see nervous doctors (the woman from the terminal man as she stands by the dark door and that other sinister doctor and then also the stock image of the stressed doctor) standing in the shadows. put them in a black field.

 as machines(people with dowels on their bodies and dash mark designs on their skin)  come from the shadowy sides of the temple things fade again.
-show some telepresence try and find video of the davinci machine or some good robotics stuff. robots rolling through darkness cut with shots of the beast face and the man paralyzed


 
the man awakens in the desert with no arms. he is also masked now.
- buy a bunch of sand and have the wind blowing across the sand on the person uncovering them and dont draw the arms and try to bury them or disguise them in the filming. 
 he wanders into the waste and as he is about to die
video from lawrence of arabia.. or a different movie with a good shot of someone dying of thirst. 
 a helicopter appears. the helicopter is cut between with an eagle in flight. from the ladder of the helicopter comes a celebrity. 
find a video where a helicopter flies out of the desert sun
sahara
rambo three 
find a video where a celeb comes down a helicopter rope. tomb raider mi:2 ...
find a dvd of slow motion eagle or other bird of prey flying. 


a room full of cameras 
the cameras from night of the hunted and also could just go somewhere and film security cameras. also film other dv cameras on tripods. 
the room shows views of security cameras and also intersperses shots from the kodak video if they aren't too low quality. 
a woman starts screaming. no no its too real this is not my face! she claws at the surface of her face. 

the camera cuts between the contorted face, or not contorted if its a mask, of the woman in agony and the calm shots of the full scene as photography.  it is a mask. (perhaps it is also covered with a cream or the hands that claw are full of dough that will look like flesh when drawn)

 at one point the scene becomes virtual as the background drops into a grid space 
-restage the photoshoot from the kodak video in the greenscreen room. just a person laying on the same block that is used to make the cliff in the first scene. so that the background can fade out and she should also wear a mask then. also include a small part where she is posing in the bikini and her body becomes either projected on or covered in drawn lines and only trace the drawn parts. 

as the girl peels back her face 
(show someone taking off the mask from below then cut to the first person bending down and the second staying erect so there are two full torsos in the shot. she removes her entire torso covering entering the 'position' 
shoot this person twice in front of the green screen perhaps me and sarah or me and zoe. 
the camera moves into the eye of the girl 

in the hospital there is a room where three children stand in darkness and project a woman in the air at their center. they are shown with vr helmets. 
the first scenes after the eye of the girl are hallways in hospitals. the camera turns into a room and we see the three children. or maybe zoe standing with different hairstyles. how can i get kids and what scene from a hallway turns into a room. what movie? the virtual reality helmets may have to be just drawn over but use the head of the guy in one of the sample clips as reference for the shape of the machine. the lines could be dowels held in place by string and the girl will be simply masked into the space between the three of them. 

go to a medical supply store in chicago and see what's available


there are many barren halls use halls from all the different hospital movies and try and find some place that is real and works

and crippled bionic people stumble through them. one or two shots will be fine. perhaps the hallway from night of the hunted and one from terminal man. ..
draw people from the hospital clips in movies without limbs or with simple robot limbs. or film people that i know in hallways that are suitable. or both

one person enters a door and sees a stern doctor. 

after a shot of a hallway a person opens a door. if it isnt in video film someone opening any door and just place it in the edit.  use one of the doctors from the terminal man...cast a diagonal black shadow across the doctors chest. perhaps the doctor from programmed to kill. 
 in blackness. a virtual grid comes through the dark   the doctor walks into nothing. we see the eye in the circle that is from the terminal man. then there are shots of the robot vision effects. 
 and cut to the person turning only their torso around from below.. turns to see an skeletal terminator person sitting at a fire on a pile of human bodies. its eyes glow red. 
film a person sitting on a pile of nearly nude extras....measure the distance and build a fire in the dark at the same angle and everything. have the person wear a mask that has a print of the terminator head on it or something like that. or just draw it in. or draw on their face and body with a black pen and only trace the black,.....

 there are several scenes of operation room (one from stock, one of gassing person and one overhead,..that are shown around the terminator man 

these scenes fade into darkness 

a celebrity is walking through some extremely modern architecture. 

entering doorway or getting on elevator
. the celebrity continues on through this room and enters another space that is much larger. it is a mixture of aerospace and virtual reality. here the celebrity enters and is taken to a large cube they step inside the cube. cut to their face being scanned. a face is revealed from a mess of foam. a body is built inside a gigantic diamond crystal. use scenes of robotic arms moving and the telepresence stuff and some images of vr people.create a mask in after effects that is being raised higher and higher to show their body. so it seems like its being built. also cover  a persons entire body in foam and spray them clean then a shaman stands between the two figures. the old body is covered in foam and leaking apart. showing cracks and the new body is still gleaming inside its diamond. the shaman pronounces the old flesh obsolete and the body crumples to the ground as the new skin steps out of its diamond cocoon. 

a man sits drawing the entrails out of a cyborg,( the body must be a plastic bag, long like a trash bag. pulled taught and then sliced open.  meat and wires all mushed together. he pulls the pieces apart. there are motors and lights and wires and tripe and balls of meat
shots of a person with this meat bag on a table that is waist high and as close to a medical table as possible. 
 and he casts them onto a grid.
the man pulls things out then it cuts to a shot of a wire or string grid that casts a shadow and then meat and other things are thrown on the grid. 
 with a long thin metal rod that has been painted in stripes he moves the things around on the grid.
show the old man gripping the rod and looking in the direction of the grid from a different angle then the first one...then shots of the stick moving things on the grid. back to the man rolling his eyes back and turning head up. maybe a little altered states montage
 he has visions of the goat boy from altered states.  

enter a room full of vertical dowels. painted simply or not at all. then a place with mirrors of infinite reflection. the little girls tap dancing into the mirror from the stock video. and also the video of the woman getting off the scale. 

body builder working out. "alert right bicep malfunction. removing visualization image." the arm disappears and instead there is a cord of insects and machinery.
use the shot of the mechanical things moving from the robot hand video and also robot hand pulsing 

 a silent person laying on the floor of a room covered in rectangles. they are sort of images of cassette boxes but they are blank. a bile pours out of the mouth of the person. they have no fingers on their hands. insects arms and legs spill out of their body and they slide apart like one section lifts away from another like a bad scan. 

a man sits in a room talking to a woman's head. ( it is someone with a mask on) 
a person sitting in a simple chair in the left of the screen talks to a head on a rectangle that is to the viewers right.

the head makes him upset and he stands. "can you tell me number 6. i only need 6. just 6."
cuts between an upset looking face and the both of them in the room. 
 
there is no six. incorrect input. please try again. incorrect input please try again.
the room and cuts to the mask head talking 
 The man types on a keyboard. scenes of typing from a movie combined with typing in real life
"six colored piles of sand. seven spectral candles burned. u to the east. to the north .to the south and to the west." 
dialogue that comes over the scene as the man is shown inscribing something on the floor in the room with the head. 

(roygbiv) an entirely blue man rises from the center of a complex shape on the floor.  soon an entire rainbow assembly has appeared. they surround the female head on the column and begin to chant. 

the camera cuts to the shape on the ground some alchemic geometric symbol that also has 3-dimensionality

a circle of people should rise out of the ground simultaneously.  pan down on tripod on group of people.  

it is a beautiful tropical garden/park place. across the ground there is a network of body parts and heads and animal parts drawn together with thin lines of light. 
perhaps get a lot of manikin parts and put them in the ground at the conservatory and connect them with string or just find a good photo of a garden and photoshop a bunch of parts into the scene by photographing them myself from the right angle. or video ing moving limbs into a photo of garden. 


there is a room with many tables and chairs in it. the people stand sitting and moving and none of them acknowledge each other. cut to the huge scene of all the doctors from the terminal man. an old man collapses to the ground a shroud is thrown over the body. when it is removed we see the skeleton of some beast. 

there is a room where multiple copies of the same beautiful girl are kept in neon cages. each cage is a different color of neon and each of the girls is kept company in her cage by a different animal with mechanical limbs. a tiger, a scorpion, a horse, a white raven, and an ape. (build two cages and mirror them for the rest of the girls and use the same clip so the movements are synchronized.)

a person stands and views reproductions of themselves destroyed by dogs and people. 

it is a room with 7 (roygbiv) differently colored cubes floating in the air. all the walls and floor are gridded. an all white head is floating. you may choose. a silent person who is entirely grey points to the final cube the black cube that floats above and behind the seven colored cubes. connected to them by pulsating organ ropes. 

 
 




